
DESCRIPTION: Blind Spot Mirror Accessory Kit
APPLICATION: Rogue
PART NUMBER: 999L1-G2000 + 999L1-G20H0
KIT CONTENTS:

GENUINE PARTS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Qty.
1
1
1

Blind Spot Mirror - RH

Item
A
B
C Installation Instruction Replacement Template

Part Description
Blind Spot Mirror - LH

Service Part Number
2084.6059/6061
2084.6060/6062

2084.9001

A B C

 

TOOLS REQUIRED:

● Carbon Fiber Pry Tool with Narrow Tip ● Masking Tape
● Flathead Screwdriver

PRE-INSTALLATION WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, CRITICAL STEPS and NOTES:

● These installation instructions are for the left side of the vehicle; the same procedure applies  

to the right side.

● Dealer Installation recommended. 

● Protective gloves are recommended to prevent damage and/or scratches to the mirror and vehicle. 
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE:

 

1) Adjust the driver side mirror so the glass is
tipped inboard as much as possible. This will 
expose the access point for removing the
existing glass assembly from the mirror housing

Fig. 1

Fig. 2 2) Apply protective tape to the outer edge of the
mirror housing as shown to protect it from 
damage while removing the mirror glass assembly. 
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Fig. 3 3) Looking in through the edge of the mirror 
housing,  locate the intersection between the
flange of the glass actuator and the back wall 
of the mirror glass Assembly. Insert a pry stick
with a narrow tip or a flathead screwdriver and
carefully pry off the glass assembly. 
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE:

 

4) Carefully remove the glass assembly from the
mirror housing.  

NOTE:  If the mirror being serviced is a heated
mirror, there will be two wires that 
need to be disconnected from the back
side of the glass assembly.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5 5) Begin installation of the new Blind Spot Mirror 
Glass Assembly by reconnecting the heater
wires if necessary. 

NOTE: Both wires are black and it does not
matter which wire goes to which post.
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Fig. 6 6) During installation, be sure that the two mirror
stabilizers are lined up with the two stabilizing
tracks in the mirror housing as the mirror
assembly is placed into position over the glass
actuator. 

NOTE: Be sure that the new glass assembly 
is centrally located within the
perimeter of the mirror mousing
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE:

 

Fig. 7
Front of Vehicle

8) Remove the protective tape and clean any finger prints, smudges, or tape residue that may have
resulted from the installation.

9) Repeat for passenger side of vehicle 

7) Using even pressure, press firmly on the new
glass assembly to seat it into the mirror housing.
Take care that the initial force applied is
perpendicular to the Mirror Housing. You will 
hear and feel a definitive snap as the mrror glass
assembly engages with the glass actuator.  
Once the new glass assembly is secured, 
carefully rock the assembly into each corner and 
direction within the Mirror Housing while still
applying firm pressure to insure that the snaps
are properly engaged.  

NOTE: Use extreme caution to not apply 
excessive force as this may cause
irreversable damage to the glass
assembly.
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